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Some Philosophical Implications of
Eric Cameron's Routine Extremism"
"

T hie r r y de Du ve
Pension, income, when finally one has absolutely no reason not to work, is the exact
time to begin
ideal
finished
One lives after one is through painting what one is painting
After one
One lives after there is no more painting to be done
one has been painted out
after the paintings have been painted out
– Ad Reinhardt, “Routine Extremism”
According to Eric Cameron, first comes Pollock, then Duchamp, and then Reinhardt. These
are the three artists of the twentieth century he singles out because they have best shown how
art may come “to justify the inevitability of its particular forms.”1 This phrase, quoted out of
context from Clement Greenberg, sums up the maxim that Cameron has given himself for his
own art and by which he assesses the art of others: a work of art worthy of the name must be
such as it is effectively; its form is only justified if it is felt to be inevitable. Of the three artists,
Ad Reinhardt stands on the lowest rung of the ladder as the one who brings to bear the test
of inevitability vis-à-vis the tradition of art and does not step outside it; Duchamp outstrips
him for broadening the criterion to society; and Pollock is superior to both because he extends
it still further to nature.2 One can approve this hierarchical ranking of the artists and still
find enigmatic the precedence granted to nature over society and art, more especially as, in

M’sMMM for TdeD – for Thierry de Duve (700) (detail), 2005–2009, acrylic gesso and acrylic
on model car, 700 half-coats as of August 23, 2007, 8.89 x 19.05 x 8.26 cm. Collection of
Thierry de Duve. Photo: David H. Brown, University of Calgary Imaging Services.
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the final analysis, this precedence must be credited to art. Cameron’s thesis is that Pollock is
superior because his drip reveals the physical forces that have determined inevitably the form
of the work in the smallest detail of its interlaces and spatters, and because that is justified.
Let us underline the strangeness of such a conception of art. It runs counter to practically
all aesthetic thinking, and certainly to modernist art criticism. Others might have celebrated
in Pollock his “exuberance and vitality” (Robert Coates), the “restless complexity” of “an
art of impulse and chance” (Meyer Schapiro), the “rythms that dance in disturbing degrees
of intensity, ecstatically energizing the powerful image in an almost hypnotic way” (Robert
Goodnough), or, again, the “pure calligraphic metaphor for a ravaging aggressive virility”
(Sam Hunter).3 All these comments refer Pollock’s art to his personality and, insofar as they
invoke inevitability, locate it in the overwhelming demands of the artist’s subjectivity. The inevitability that Cameron admires in Pollock is the trivial determinism resulting from the laws
of physics. It would be trivial, indeed, to point out that, given the kinetic energy of Pollock’s
arm, the orientation of his movement, the distance between his hand and the canvas laid out
on the floor, the viscosity of the pigment, and the law of gravity, it was inevitable, in hindsight,
that a particular arabesque in Autumn Rhythm should have taken exactly the form it did. Why
is that trace alone of the arabesque justified, when it would have been just as inevitable, though
quite different, if a single one of these parameters had shifted a mere iota? Moreover, why is
the inevitable in need of justification? Why is it the task of art to provide it? To whom or to
what – to the artist, to his work, to his “philosophy” – does it fall to justify the inevitable? One
cannot take Cameron’s maxim seriously without raising questions of this kind, or suspecting
that they address aesthetics with still larger and deeper ones.

O ne
Eric Cameron tells us that the origins of his Thick Paintings (to be continued) can be traced
back to a sunny afternoon in the spring of 1979, when he started applying successive coats of
white acrylic gesso to a book of matches, a telephone directory, and a pair of shoes. To these
objects, chosen “with a deliberate casualness,”4 others, drawn from his everyday environment,
were added in the following weeks: an alarm clock, an apple, a beer bottle, a cup with saucer
and spoon, a paper bag, an empty box of soap pads, an ice tray, an egg and then another, a
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horse chestnut, a Maynards Wine Gums box with two wine gums still in it, a rose, a chair, a
desk lamp, two small lobsters, a mackerel and a lettuce. This uncanny inventory soon comprised twenty-seven objects (if a dead fish or an iceberg lettuce can be thought of as objects),
including a single shoe encased in some fifty coats of gesso, and just left like that. As for the
twenty-six others, the artist decided to continue applying coat after coat on them, on a daily
basis as far as possible, until one of the three following outcomes occurred: 1) a museum decided to acquire a piece;5 2) a piece was weakened by the weight of the gesso with which it was
covered; 3) the artist died, or became too handicapped by age to carry on working.
This program, as simple as it is rigorous, has been pursued for the last thirty-odd years,
with a total of some five thousand half-coats being applied to thirty or so objects each year.
(It is the number of half-coats that is recorded because the artist has to let an object dry after
painting one side before turning it over to paint the other.) The decision was quickly made to
alternate coats of grey and white, so that the working process would be more readily visible.
The object returns to its initial whiteness at the end of each cycle of four half-coats, and no
object is ever allowed to leave the studio in the middle of a cycle. Over the course of time,
some pieces have been sold or donated to museums, making room for new ones; and work on a
number of others has been spaced out in order to slow down the rate of growth. One piece was
radically modified, partly due to a problem of fragility, but also because it was taking on “a
gratuitous complexity” that no longer justified its form.6 This was Light, the desk lamp, from
which the gesso that had previously covered the light bulb, the lampshade, the goose-neck and
part of the square base was removed. The cut-away gesso and the penknife that was used to
carve it away gave rise to a new piece called Residue Plus Penknife. Do I need to point out that
the penknife in question had belonged to the artist’s father? Or that the lamp in question was
that of the artist’s son Edwin, for whom he started painting the second egg the day he made off
with his lamp? Or that a number of pieces (for example, Gregory’s Present and Chloë’s Brown
Sugar) made use of gifts received from relatives? Or that the identity of the object contained
in Identified Object will never be revealed to the audience it addresses? All of these pieces find
an echo in the final line of T.S. Eliot’s final poem: “These are private words addressed to you
in public.”7 Whether or not motivated by “deliberate casualness” (note the oxymoron), the
reasons for selecting a given object to make a Thick Painting are always intensely subjective
and personal – off-program, one might say.
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Lettuce (1076), begun 1979, acrylic gesso
and acrylic on lettuce, 1076 half-coats as of
November 25, 1979, 20.32 x 20.32 x 20.32
cm approximately. Collection of the artist.
Photo: Eric Cameron.
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Lettuce (10,196), begun 1979, acrylic gesso
and acrylic on lettuce, 10,196 half-coats as
of April 18, 2008. 44.45 x 44.45 x 44.45 cm.
Collection of the artist. Photo: Kevin Baer,
TrépanierBaer Gallery.
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What is of the nature of a program is the discipline Cameron has imposed on himself,
and the decision to pursue a single activity throughout his life. He shares this trait with a
number of artists who, like him, squat on the borderline between painting and conceptual art.
On Kawara, Niele Toroni, and Roman Opalka, for example, have also devoted themselves to
repetitive projects that will come to an end only with their deaths. Beyond this common passion for “routine extremism” (to quote Ad Reinhardt’s epigraph), the singularity of Cameron’s
project can be seen, first of all, in his commitment to the chosen objects. To execute a Date
Painting each day (Kawara), to force oneself never to produce anything other than the prints
of a No. 50 brush, in staggered rows with thirty-centimetre spacing (Toroni), or to set out the
computation of passing time on ever whiter canvases (Opalka) – these are decisions by which
artists lock themselves into programs, but which also free them up with regard to particular
pieces once they are completed. Cameron made a lifelong commitment not only to his program but also to each core object, hoping that the desire of a museum to acquire the piece will
release him from his commitment, but knowing very well where, in the end, deliverance will
come from: “In the meantime, every brushstroke is referenced to the ultimate constraint on
experience, the fact of my own mortality.”8 The end of the program is inherent in the program,
consciously accompanying it all the way through its execution, and watching over its every
step. Like the initial choice, however, it is off-program: no one knows the hour of his death;
yet that does not make it any less certain. In other words: my death is programmed, but I am
not its programmer.9 I only hope it will let me know in time, so that I can put a last coat of
white on all the pieces in my studio, with a gesture that is steady enough to be free of pathos,
and in no way different from any of those that preceded it. This pre-emption, both of the
“final touch” and of the “definitively unfinished” work,10 complicates the notion of a program
by ruling out the possibility of its finding any teleological support in the intentionality of the
subject. If telos there be, it coincides with the life expectancy of the artist, which has only to do
with the entropic wear and tear of time. As if to paraphrase Kant in reverse, Cameron warns
us that his aesthetic program brings us up against purpose without purposiveness rather than
purposiveness without purpose.
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Two
For the human being and the art lover in me, Eric Cameron’s Thick Paintings – with their
common symbolism, and each in its uncompromising individuality, its elegance, its singular
form and rhythm, the mood that permeates it, the secret it encloses, and the surprises it holds
in store – are objects of incredible, poignant beauty. For the theorist of aesthetics that I also
try to be, they are an inexhaustible source of meditation because they prompt me once again
to put Kant’s aesthetics on the block. In this respect, Eric offers me the rare pleasure of a true
philosophical dialogue. He is among those artists (and they can be numbered on the fingers of
one hand) who are capable of philosophizing about their work without reducing it, betraying
it, or taking anything whatever away from its enigmatic nature. Reading him and listening to
him deepens the aesthetic experience provided by his work and gives a glimpse of the man behind the work, in the full complexity of his intelligence, sensibility, and worldview. One does
not have to approve of the latter or draw from his practice as an artist the same consequences
for thought that he himself draws. But given that he writes magnificently in a style nurtured
by the poets, and that he handles concepts rigorously, I see no reason not to follow in his footsteps as far as I can, if only to try and find out where our paths diverge, if indeed they do so.
Thierry de Duve and I have agreed to differ on the Kantian problem of freedom
to respond to ethical imperatives, though what separates us may only be the way
in which we construe the question. I always think of my art as tending to reconciliation with the inevitabilities of life, but John Bentley Mays, in what may be
the most sympathetically insightful review my Thick Paintings have ever received,
wrote of “a liberating acceptance of the limits of matter and life,” [my emphasis]
suggesting that, beyond the level of the most obvious tyrannical oppression, emancipation and acceptance of its impossibility may actually amount to just about the
same thing.11
Eric Cameron and I part company, then, on “the Kantian problem of freedom,” unless we
differ only in “the way in which we construe the question.” In speaking of “a liberating acceptance of the limits of matter and life,” John Bentley Mays, then the art critic of the Toronto
newspaper, The Globe and Mail, suggests a way of construing the question that does not
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remove the philosophical dispute I might have with Cameron but does empirically suit the
manner in which the artist describes how he realized that, in spite of his deliberate, painstaking efforts to apply the pigment as uniformly and mechanically as possible, his objects evade
him and insist on confronting him with – how shall I put it? – their freedom:
As the layers of “paint” accumulated, the identity of the core object slowly gave way
to a new character of form, which was not only utterly unlike that of the object
at the centre, but also unlike anything I might have anticipated in advance. The
brushing out of the paint had evidently activated forces that had caused the resulting object to develop systems of protrusions and indentations and, sometimes,
huge encircling ridges, all displaying their own consistency of rhythmical character
and their own evident logic of material growth.12
I talk about freedom where the artist talks about “evident logic.” At first sight we are both
wrong: an inert object is clearly not endowed with freedom, but neither is it endowed with
logic, if by logic one understands a certain capacity for reasoning. Kant would have said that
only human understanding could endow an inert object with logic because it alone is capable
of recognizing lawful regularities in the productions of nature. The “consistency of rhythmical
character” displayed by the “protrusions and indentations” of the Thick Paintings can be
explained by the laws that govern the viscosity of pigments and the mechanics of levers, and
this is what Cameron means when he talks about logic. So he is right, whereas I am wrong
in lending freedom to the inevitable laws of nature. Yet if I am wrong, why is he surprised by
the emergence of forms that are out of line with his intentions and anticipations, seemingly
answering him on a strictly aesthetic plane, and changing the object’s identity while sending
him back to his own? He admits to having perceived, in some of his pieces, female curves that
reproduce his own fantasies “with an intensity approaching hallucination,” though he attributes them to unpredicted but still thoroughly physical forces born out of the resistance of the
object and the materials to his handling of the brush.13 This is obviously what fascinates him:
he does not recognize himself in the object that holds up to him the mirror of his own activity
when he considers himself as an intentional subject, and he recognizes himself in it only too
clearly when he considers himself as a mechanical agent of the causal forces he activates:
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As I continued to paint, I could trace the movements of my arm within the gesso
and the evidence of my own earlier decisions beneath the surface, but the seeming
order of the brushstrokes with which I endeavoured to grasp the emerging forms
was always, later, superseded by a different kind of orderliness that I had neither
intended nor envisaged.14
“The artist’s intention” is a topic of which any au courant art critic will long since have learned
to be wary.15 It is rarer among artists, naturally. Less talented artists want to see their intentions in the finished product at all costs, whereas the better ones trust the work in progress
to tell them whether or not the aesthetic decisions they have taken were in accordance with
their intentions. Like Duchamp, they know that the “personal art coefficient” of their work is
“like an arithmetical relation between the unexpressed but intended and the unintentionally
expressed.”16 Shrewd student of Duchamp, Cameron knows this better than anyone and, like
Duchamp, guards against committing his art to intentions that are too explicit – witness the
“deliberate casualness” of his choices. But there is something more, and more distinctive, in the
Thick Paintings. Their “personal art coefficient” is not the outcome of the intention-expression
but rather of the intention-impression ratio – “impression” in the sense of “imprinting”:
In my art I have been aware of avoiding certain kinds of emotion, preferring the
greater authenticity of imprinted feeling to calculatedly expressed feeling, even if
that means the emotions conveyed are sometimes much weaker.17
Over the expressiveness of his emotions, in other words their effect on the viewer, Eric Cameron
prefers the indexical marks they imprint on the surface of the object, which he observes after
the fact. He is acutely sensitive to the involuntary, passive (or, better still, receptive) dimension
of aesthetic judgments in general, and his own in particular. He knows the part played by the
inadvertent and the maladroit in a successful work of art, and the extent to which, for any
artist worthy of the name, this determines the “final touch,” or its equivalent – I mean the
moment when the artist decides that the work is finished, that it holds up, that it is showable,
that he can step aside and allow it to express itself – and to express him, the artist – on its own.
In Cameron’s work, the pre-emption of the “final touch” short-circuits expression in favour of
impression-imprint. He puts this down to the training he received from Lawrence Gowing,
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and the influence of a method he picked up from the Euston Road painters, who raised the
principle of “deferring the aesthetic decision” to the status of a dogma.18 This modesty does
him credit, but I am not sure it does justice to the singularity of his program, which appears
at first sight to involve deferring the aesthetic decision right up to the moment when the “final
touch” will no longer depend on him, but only on the benevolence, or malevolence, of the
Grim Reaper – or, in scientific terms devoid of pathos, on the second law of thermodynamics,
which has nothing to do with the intention or volition of anyone whomsoever.
It remains to be seen in what way Cameron is justified in his claim to be making art if he
sees himself as the instrument of a mechanical process outside his control, to which he is deferring the aesthetic decision. Who – or what – has the responsibility “to justify the inevitability
of [the] particular forms” of this or that piece if the artist apparently takes refuge in “deliberate
casualness” the way Duchamp did in “freedom of indifference”? Oxymorons have their limits.
It is not true that Cameron sees himself as being without artistic intentions or expectations,
any more than it is true that he abstains from making aesthetic decisions. His method is not
at all Duchamp’s freedom of indifference, but rather the reverse: far from being indifferent,
he grants the object a careful attention full of eager anticipation yet accompanied by a feeling of total lack of freedom to determine the outcome. At the outset, he says (not without a
certain ingenuousness), he thought that if he was sufficiently skilful, technically speaking,
to apply gesso to objects in perfectly regular layers, the geometry of expanding curves would
ensure that, whatever their initial forms, all the objects would gradually approach that of a
perfect sphere.19 Faced with reality’s disavowal, there are cases in which he happily adapts his
approach to the suggestions of the object, as though to come to the assistance of its immanent
logic, and other cases in which the result appears to him to be aesthetically unfortunate, so
that he does everything he can to oppose the logic and regain control of the process. In both
instances, such willful determination denotes an undeniably decisive spirit – and one that is
definitely “aesthetic,” for what else could it be? Let us not imagine that Cameron defers his
verdicts as a way of holding in check the moment of the “final touch.” When this moment
arrives, we will not be faced with a reincarnation of Duchamp’s “delay in glass,” taunting us:
“D’ailleurs c’est toujours les autres qui meurent.”20 It is not for nothing that the Thick Paintings
are already tombs, and that their titles are epitaphs in advance. I called this the pre-emption of
the “final touch” and of the “definitively unfinished” work, both at once; which situates the
singularity of Eric Cameron’s program somewhere off the beaten track of modernist painting
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(à la Greenberg or Euston Road, it matters little here), and very far from Duchamp’s posterity.
Pre-emption, what does that mean? It means that Cameron’s unusual program has forced him
to hand over responsibility for what will effectively be the last touch – or, in his case, coat – to
that which he calls, with resignation, the order of things, and meanwhile to treat each one as
if it were the last. In dying, he will not be leaving behind a definitively unfinished oeuvre; in
living, he is constructing an oeuvre that is in a constant state of readiness for the fatal moment.
One does not produce such art without a commensurate ethic of life, and this is not something
one meets with every day, especially in a man so deeply convinced that he has nothing either
to hope or fear from the judgment of God.
Of all the Thick Paintings – those little tombs – the most mysterious, the most poignant,
the most beautiful and moving, to my eyes, are Alice’s Rose and Alice’s Rose-is-a-rose-is-a-rose.
The former, buried under more than three thousand half-coats of gesso, was acquired by the
Glenbow Museum in Calgary and replaced (if it is true that one can replace a rose) by Alice’s
Second Rose, which in turn made way for Alice’s Rose-is-a-rose-is-a-rose when the second rose
was acquired by the University of Lethbridge Art Gallery. With all due respect to Gertrude
Stein, these roses recall the Petit Prince’s unique rose rather than tautology. They also, irresistibly, bring to mind Malherbe’s verse: “Et rose elle a vécu ce que vivent les roses, l’espace d’un
matin.”21 To cover the softness of a rose petal, so ephemeral and delicate, in milky whiteness
– what a crazy idea! How much desire, how many desires, are invested and displaced in that
idea? The inveterate sentimentalist that I affect not to be is seduced; but then, what holds back
the theorist in me? Two things: like some of the other Thick Paintings, but much more visibly, these roses make manifest the stratification of the layers of gesso that blot them out; and
they are the only Thick Paintings that (timidly, it has to be admitted) show how, somewhere
along the way, the artist, momentarily casting restraint to the wind, replaced the puritanical
alternation of grey and white layers by a bright red-yellow-blue worthy of Mondrian.22 I shall
never know whether or not this is the case for any of the other Thick Paintings, which have
the modesty not to show their sections; but what the theorist in me notices is that, yielding to
the colour impulse for a few half-coats in a piece that explicitly counts them, the artist wants
to give me the sense that it is between the different coats that the mystery of his aesthetic
decisions is to be sought. One of the things Eric Cameron never ceases to point out – and
he always seems to be amazed by it, or even to marvel at it – is that on account of the high
water content of gesso, a given coat, once dry, is so thin that he cannot discern any increase in
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Alice’s Rose-is-a-rose-is-a-rose (500) (detail),
1996–2000, acrylic gesso and acrylic on rose,
500 half-coats as of February 11, 1997, 12.7
x 64.77 x 19.05 cm. Collection of The Nickle
Arts Museum. Photo: David H. Brown,
University of Calgary Imaging Services.
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Alice’s Rose-is-a-rose-is-a-rose (1000),
1996–2000, acrylic gesso and acrylic on rose,
1,000 half-coats as of March 27, 1998, 12.7
x 64.77 x 21.59 cm. Collection of The Nickle
Arts Museum. Photo: David H. Brown,
University of Calgary Imaging Services.
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the size of the object from one coat to another, and even less so the point of no return where
its form changes and takes a new direction. The conscious aesthetic decisions are necessarily
taken between two coats, for example when the artist decides to change the orientation of his
brush so as to accentuate, or indeed to counter, the whims of the form. But what, then, of
the unconscious decisions? The real moment of acquiescence in the new form that the object
has taken, is taking, or will take? The moment to recognize in it its own becoming, its “desire,” what Spinoza would have called its conatus? Sometimes, says Cameron, he finds himself
thrown into confusion when the movements of the arm holding the brush, adaptable as they
have proved to be, are suddenly powerless to respect this immanent “will” of his materials:
No longer is my activity perceived to be limited by the properties of the materials
with which I am working, but their capacity to fulfill their own nature is seen to be
constrained by my human limitations. In the period while a new accommodation
is being sought, the sense of loss can be acute.23
In spite of everything that Cameron the rational being knows, or wants to know, about the
determinism of matter, he cannot refrain from attributing a fate or destiny to his materials,
as if they were alive, born with the intention to “fulfill their own nature.” The moments
of confusion when intentional logic is inverted are perhaps the real moments of aesthetic
decision-making. The mystery is that Cameron does not know when those moments will
arrive, or have arrived. Like us, he contemplates the growth rings of his two roses – or, in an
exemplary instance, those of Chloë’s Brown Sugar – as though they were those of a tree that
he cannot quite get over having planted. It is almost regretfully that he admits to the organic
aspect of his work. It is as though here, between two rings, between two coats of gesso, in an
infra-thin spatio-temporal interval impossible to locate empirically, lay hidden the entelechy
of the work in progress, and the mainspring of Cameron’s art: its teleonomy and, whatever he
might think, its purposiveness without purpose. At this point of inflection where the artist
feels strongly that the piece under his brush knows what it wants, and is making demands on
him to go beyond the limits of his program, it is as though the matter the piece is made of were
demonstrating its freedom – there is no other word for it.
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T hr e e
As I contemplated what was happening beneath my hands, I came to see the Thick
Paintings as a demonstration of the way the world of my perceptions and intentions was repeatedly subsumed by a realm of material forces beyond my understanding and control. Because this experience has transcended the constructed veil
of appearances, I would have to call it mystical, albeit the mysticism is of a material
kind: a material mysticism.24
An artist has every right to call himself a mystic, and to be one. The art lover can follow him
onto this terrain if he has some leaning towards mystical ecstasy. This is not the case with
me. Never have I had an aesthetic experience that gave me the feeling of seeing rent apart
before my eyes the veil of appearances. Religious art, even the most spiritual and sublime –
and particularly the most sublime – has never made me feel that I was outside of myself, in
direct contact with the supersensible. I would sooner tend to think true mystics have aesthetic
experiences that they mis-identify and that only their faith leads them to interpret as direct
access to transcendence. In any case, the theorist does not have the luxury of being a mystic. His enterprise is bounded by the limits of human understanding, much as philosophical
rationality and scientific method have defined them at least since the Critique of Pure Reason.
I do not have access to Cameron’s material mysticism, though thanks to him I have learned of
a new category of experience, which is mystical because “it has transcended the constructed
veil of appearances,” but also material because the transcendent supersensible realm in which
it takes place is one of exclusively physical forces. I am thus dealing with a new theoretical
object – which Cameron, in fact, has helped me to theorize:
Other people who have questioned me about the notion of material mysticism have
told me I sometimes also use “mystical materialism.’” I was unaware of the reversal
of terms and yet its implication would seem clear enough: “mystical materialism”
is the theory that underpins the practice.25
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Does the fact that an artist has a theory mean he has ventured onto the terrain of the theorist?
Not always. Rarely. Perhaps never. The fact does not even guarantee that they are speaking to
each other in the same language across the fence that separates their respective terrains. The
language I speak is, as far as possible, that of verifiable (or, in Popper’s terms, falsifiable) theory.
That which Eric Cameron speaks is the language of a sage translating his vast philosophical
culture into a vision of the world and a conception of existence. He is a materialist in the same
sense as the materialists of antiquity, and he is a consequential materialist in that he professes
to be a monist and a determinist.26 His vision of the world has an entire tradition behind it:
Cynics, Stoics, Epicureans, Pyrrhonians, Spinozans, and all the moralists of ataraxy history
has produced. Highly conscious of his contradictions – “I don’t vote because I’m free but
because I’m obliged to, it is my responsibility,” he told me, adding with a sigh, when I pointed
out that this did not prevent him from voting freely, “I want to be relieved of responsibility”27
– he maintains that the grandeur of humanity, like that of art, rests in voluntary acquiescence
in the inevitable. Amor fati. In the last resort he does not believe in human freedom, or at
any rate only with tragico-ironic pirouettes such as the Heraclitean version of the Sisyphus
myth to which he gladly compares the enterprise of the Thick Paintings: “You are never the
same person who rolls what is never the same rock up what is never the same hill twice.”28
I am surprised by the fact that (as far as I know) he has never cited Lucretius.29 Indeed, the
clinamen that deflects the fall of atoms by a hairbreadth may be the concept that gets closest
to the emancipation of matter he ends up conceding when he is pushed to the limits: “I grant
material a kind of freedom.”30 This was said grudgingly, and was never set down in writing.
The inclination to grant freedom to matter is characteristic of those philosophers who
deny freedom to man, but who, faced with the undeniable fact of their own free will, appeal
to some physical amalgam of fatalism and finalism to resolve the contradiction. The Stoics’
fatum, Lucretius’s clinamen, and Spinoza’s conatus are amalgams of this kind. In reality, Cameron does not sanction any such surreptitious revenge of the finalist doctrine; he does not seek
to resolve the contradiction, which is why his mysticism is material, and why his mystical
materialism is philosophically new. He lives in the scientific age, unlike the materialists of
antiquity. As a living organism made of flesh and blood, he knows he belongs to a nature
that is disenchanted, defined in mathematical terms, wholly subject to efficient cause, and
that knows of neither prime nor final cause. He lives in a post-Galilean and post-Newtonian
epistemological universe, in which “forces beyond my understanding and control” cannot
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but be material. His work as an artist “frees” them, the way a dam frees the water that drives
the turbines. To claim, as he does, that the contemplation of the Thick Paintings makes him
feel his phenomenal world has been entirely absorbed into these forces – “subsumed,” he says
(in a strange use of the Kantian term) – is a profession of mystical faith rooted exclusively in
the execution of his artistic program. Many mystics (one might think of the Stylites, or the
Flagellants) need to practice some sort of “routine extremism” in order to attain ecstasy. And
Cameron, if he is a mystic, is one of their kind. This is what clearly sets him apart from his colleague Sol LeWitt, who also called himself a mystic, but for whom the execution of an artistic
program, however routine, had nothing extreme about it: “When an artist uses a conceptual
form of art, it means all the planning and decisions are made beforehand and the execution
is a perfunctory affair. The idea becomes a machine that makes the art.”31 Cameron does not
see himself as a conceptual artist, and as far as he is concerned execution follows the idea to
such a minor extent that it would be more accurate to think of the idea as being born out of
execution. But what he rejects first and foremost – as a consequence of his monism – is the
notion of a program as implying a division of the artist into a programming or “programmer”
entity and a programmed or executive entity. LeWitt may hold that “Conceptual artists are
mystics rather than rationalists,”32 but as a good Cartesian he places ideas, will, and intention
on the side of the res cogitans, whereas the executive machine is on the side of the res extensa.
For Cameron, who in this respect is closer to the anti-Cartesian La Mettrie, it is the machine
that is intentional and willful. He sees the body at work as a system of levers whose automatisms are under the control of will, or at least tend, as far as possible, to be so. The material, on
the other hand, on which that willful effort is exerted governs the execution of the program,
which yields a blind result, intentionless or purposeless, purely causal, inexorable and, for these
reasons, in his view, justified.33 Covering the Thick Paintings with gesso, coat after coat, he
listens in on “the voice of that order of things beyond human perception and control” that he
hears springing forth from every great work of poetry, art, or music.34 This is the voice that is
obeyed by the material world, and the latter includes the artist’s inner, subjective world, his
perceptions and intentions, all his biological and psychological being. This impersonal voice is
the one that science listens to, and the one that, in the end, “justifies the inevitability of [the]
particular forms” of every great modern work. Cameron expresses this clearly, with regard to
T.S. Eliot’s poetry:
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Shoe (58), begun 1979, acrylic gesso and
acrylic on shoe, 58 half-coats as of July 12,
1986, 12.7 x 33.02 x 13.97 cm. Collection of
the artist. Photo: Eric Cameron.
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Stacking Chair (420), begun 1992, acrylic
gesso and acrylic on stacking chair, 420
half-coats as of July 13, 1998, 77.47 x 49.53
x 47.63 cm. Collection of the artist. Photo:
David H. Brown, University of Calgary
Imaging Services.
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Although Eliot may present his impersonal theory as an explanation of poetry
through the ages, the impersonality of his own work gains its poetic justification in
relation to the impersonal order of things presented by the world of science. That,
too, is why the impersonal forms of Pollock’s dripped paint and of Duchamp’s
Ready-mades … carry such enormous authority.35
Cameron does not say so explicitly, but one might suppose that what makes Pollock and
Duchamp stand out also applies to Reinhardt. And it goes without saying that none of these
artists practices a “scientific” form of art, or illustrates the progress of science. The artists who
indulge in this kind of fantasy produce art without truth that has to do with applied science at
best. Those that Cameron admires, on the other hand, assume their subjective truth because
they know they are subjected to laws that go beyond them: those of art (Reinhardt), society
(Duchamp), or nature (Pollock). Cameron’s family of artists, united by “the poetic justification in relation to the impersonal order of things presented by the world of science” that he
lends them, composes, in fact, a highly distinctive form of philosophical self-portrait: that
of an artist who sees himself as a voluntaristic yet purely mechanical agent of physical forces
inducing his materials to “fulfill their own nature,” who expects the result to “justify the
inevitability of its particular forms,” and for whom this expectation has the rare ambition of
bringing to the light of day the “intrinsic values of art”:
To demand of a painting or a poem that it justify the inevitability of its particular
forms is to ask that it reveal the grounding of art in the larger world of not-art,
and to compare the way different works propose that justification is to uncover the
planes on which they operate and hence open up the possibility of reestablishing a
hierarchy of values that may claim to be the intrinsic values of art and not merely
the incidental values of some dubious social or psychological good.36
One of the singularities of the maxim of inevitability is precisely that it is a maxim (i.e., an
ethical motto for personal use), and that it seems to serve as an aesthetic criterion. It happens
to all of us to recognize a great work of art by the feeling of its inevitability, in other words, the
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feeling that nothing is to be changed, and even – and this is where the ethical aspect comes in
– that it would be a crime to change anything. We say to ourselves, in such cases, that the work
is just what it ought to be. But for Cameron, this is not enough: the work ought to be what it
is. Giving him the feeling that its particular forms are inevitable is insufficient. It must also
make him feel that their inevitability is justified, as if the physical laws that govern the viscosity of pigments and the mechanics of levers were in need of moral legitimacy. To furnish them
with it is the function of art. To legitimize the laws of nature ethically is then the operation at
the origin of the “intrinsic values” of art. And to show that this is the case is the achievement
of some of the finest modern artists, like Eliot in poetry and Reinhardt, Duchamp, and Pollock
in the visual arts. Such is Cameron’s claim.
Thus one comes to understand the kinship he feels with Reinhardt, whose “Twelve Rules
for a New Academy” are also ethical maxims that stand for aesthetic criteria.37 Kinship with
Duchamp is summoned by Cameron’s implementation, brush in hand, of the maxim of inevitability, and by the judgment deciding whether it has been followed – an aesthetic judgment, of course, not a moral or ethical one. When the artist exerts it, he occupies the position
of the viewer, contemplating some literal thing, which, even though an indeterminate number
of coats of gesso are to cover it in the future, is an object that has pre-empted its end, an
object that is already finished; in sum, a readymade – the type of object with respect to which
there is no difference between making art and judging it. Cameron finds himself looking at
something that is momentarily but radically strange to him, despite its being the product of
his hands. When he checks out the inevitability of the particular forms of the thing in question – whether between two coats of gesso or, more mysteriously, in those moments of disarray
when he senses that his human limitations thwart the volition of his materials – he is looking
at this product of his hands as though it were a fruit of nature. And this time it is kinship
with Pollock that comes to mind, Pollock exclaiming, “I am nature!”38 Like the arabesques of
Autumn Rhythm, the hollows and protuberances of the Thick Paintings are the result, both
subjective and inevitable, intentional and without purpose, willed and inexorable, of purely
physical forces identified with an artistic program.
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Four
Kant provides a formula for expressing this identity: “Genius is the inborn predisposition of
the mind (ingenium) through which nature gives the rule to art.”39 Genius: in Kant’s Latin,
ingenium, technical skill, ingenuity, fertile imagination, artifice, a channeling of the forces of
nature, intentional ruse; and in Kant’s German, angeborene Gemütsanlage: an innate aptitude
of the soul as it is bound to, and affects, the body. Genius, according to Kant, is at once
calculation, engineering, skilful manipulation, deliberate astuteness, self-conscious expertise,
and natural gift, innate spontaneity, ingenuous talent, automatic and involuntary instinct,
unconscious drive ignorant of its source. The young poets and philosophers who were poring
over Kant’s work at the turn of the nineteenth century in Jena, Tübingen, and Dresden, all
perceived the contradiction between the voluntary and the involuntary, the conscious and the
unconscious, the intentional and the impulsive, that rested in Kant’s theory of genius. This
contradiction proved one of the most powerful driving forces behind the speculative passion
of the Frühromantik. Schelling, in particular, interpreted it as an infinite antinomy between
nature and freedom (the respective domains of the first two Critiques), an antinomy that he
deemed resolved by the notion of genius and abolished by the man of genius through his work.
The price the Frühromantiker had to pay for this “miracle of art” (which they took to be free of
charge until Hegel presented them with the bill) was to deify not only the person of the genius
but nature as a whole, to re-enchant her, to read the natural world as “a poem marvelously
sealed in secret writing,” the substrate of a “new mythology” – to my mind, a serious regression
from Kant.40
Kant, no doubt, conceived of genius as nature-the-artist, but how much more “secularly”
than his romantic readers! To begin with, genius ought to be an expression of nature tout
court, and by “nature tout court” we may be sure that Kant, ever faithful to Newton, had in
mind forces entirely subject to the realm of physical causality. However, genius is living nature,
a nature which, in Kant’s view, human understanding (in reality the Newtonian science of
his time) cannot explain through causality alone, while knowing that it must do so: living
nature is organized according to ends that are ends only for our cognitive faculties. Hence the
mystery that finally defines genius as living nature embodied in an organism endowed with
reason and imagination: a genius is a man in whom natural causality instills aesthetic ideas,
and these are the organic fruits of the “animating principle in the mind” that drives him.41
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Through the man of genius, nature thus receives the faculty of bringing forth aesthetic ideas
while, conversely, he receives from nature the program of his art. When Kant upholds that,
through the mediation of genius, nature sets the rules for art, he is suggesting (but never saying) that the man of genius accomplishes, within his person, the transcendental synthesis of
what the philosopher calls the “supersensible substrate” 1) of nature, 2) of the purposiveness
of nature for our faculty of cognition, and 3) of the principle of the ends of freedom.42 It is as
if, via the man of genius, organic nature mysteriously acquired the ability to give itself moral
ends – as mysteriously as it appears to give itself functional and aesthetic ends when it lives,
grows, reproduces, adapts, and evolves. Kant barely fails to make the connection. Throughout
both parts of the Critique of Judgment (the Critique of the aesthetic and that of the teleological
judgment), he is on the brink of acknowledging what Schelling, who has read him well, takes
as self-evident, namely that the mystery of genius and the mystery of life, i.e., of living matter,
are one. The mystic union of artistic genius and life principle is the romantic intuition par
excellence: the one Friedrich Schlegel expresses when he says that genius is “the organic spirit”
of the age to come, or his brother August when he states that “man, in art, is the norm of
nature,” or, still, Novalis when he professes, with an enthusiastic vitalism that amalgamates art
and science: “Life is rather like colours, sounds and force. The Romantic studies life, just as the
painter, musician and mechanic study colour, sound and force.”43 The Romantic, one might
say, is a biologist ignorant of biological science – and it is barely an anachronism to say so.44
As diverse as they were, the German Frühromantiker, who had read Kant’s third Critique
avidly, all shared a contradictory temptation: they wanted art to have the inevitability of science, and science to have the unpredictable freedom of art. As Friedrich Schlegel put it, “All
art must become science, and all science art; poetry and philosophy must be unified.”45 They
were joined by a number of Naturphilosophen and scientists, also bred on the third Critique,
who would not dissociate empirical research into the secrets of nature from speculative philosophy. All were intensely reflecting on the mystery of what could be a specific science of life.
And most were fascinated by the desire to reconcile romantic vitalism with the driest reductionism. In the last years of the eighteenth century, the finest minds, like Kant and Goethe a
little before, found themselves frustrated by Newtonian science when it had to deal with the
living, and, in spite of their efforts in that direction, unable to imagine that organized nature
could be reduced to the chemical and the physical. How to do away with final causes? Or,
inversely, how to breathe them into matter without calling on a transcendent principle? Such
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were the dilemma and the obsession of the times. Hypotheses ranged from the most prosaic
to the most fantastic. Sometimes they invoked a “life principle” conceived as an emergent yet
inexplicable property of matter, sometimes a “vital force” infused into inorganic matter from
the outside, a force which Cartesian mechanicism was at a loss to explain, whose origin was
as mysterious as Newton’s universal gravity, but whose presence in every living organism had
to be postulated because it could not fail to be. Examples of such principles and forces are the
“power of life” (Lebenskraft) in Brandis, the “formative drive” (Bildungstrieb) in Blumenbach,
the collaboration of “organic forces” (organische Kräfte) in Kielmeyer, the “shaping force” (Gestaltungskraft) in von Baer, and in Schelling, the most philosophically inclined of all Naturphilosophie thinkers, no special vital force at all but, instead, the “free play” of existing physical
forces (the borrowing from Kant is obvious).46
Schelling occupies an interesting position in this constellation because, like Blumenbach
or Kielmeyer and unlike Stahl or Haller, who were staunch vitalists, he held a reductionist
view.47 It is thus all the more surprising that, after having called the vital force an empty
concept, he ends up borrowing from the Ancients the notion of a “common soul of nature”
(gemeinschaftliche Seele der Natur), when he is forced to admit that it is unthinkable to account for the specificity of living matter without some – still unknown – principle giving the
inert natural forces their direction.48 Although Schelling’s thought evolves rapidly, there is a
strong continuity between his scientific writings and his System of Transcendantal Idealism, all
published in his youth within four years.49 When the System’s last chapter presents a theory of
artistic genius, it should therefore be understood in reference to his theory of life, and both
in reference to Kant’s third Critique. The same reflexive judgment which, facing a product of
living nature, lends it teleological meaning all the while knowing that it objectively lacks it,
when facing a product of artistic genius, denies it any teleological significance and considers
it as if it were the objective yet incomprehensible product of natural forces.50 Schelling sees
the artist as under the spell of some obscure unconscious power, at once miraculous and natural, which “forces him to proclaim or represent things that he himself does not completely
fathom and whose meaning is infinite.”51 A whole intellectual and artistic tradition, which ran
from Schopenhauer to Hartmann to Freud, and from Rudolf Steiner to Joseph Beuys, saw in
Schelling’s notion of genius a source of creativity all the more spontaneous and exuberant as
it was unconscious. But Schelling himself, so it seems, did not emphasize the source so much
as the after-the-fact effect of its product on the individual genius who claims authorship of
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it. Indeed, Schelling conceived the man of genius as an intelligent being who, contemplating his work, discovers himself surprised to have been but the unconscious and involuntary
instrument of the resolution of an infinite antinomy between his own freedom and the laws of
nature, and delighted because the resolution occurred without the agency of a conscious free
act. The analogy with Cameron’s philosophical attitude is blatant.
What is also blatant is the difference: Cameron does not live around 1800. Schelling,
Blumenbach, and Kielmeyer, as well as Novalis or the Schlegel brothers (i.e., both the thinkers
of Naturphilosophie and the poets of Frühromantik), all were strongly motivated by the desire
for science, but the desire for science is not science. Cameron, who sees science as the relevant
plane of reference for the poetry of Eliot and the art of Reinhardt, Duchamp, and Pollock, is
obviously ahead of the scientists of the romantic period in his understanding of life and the
living, whereas they were not more advanced than Kant. “No human reason,” Kant wrote,
“can ever hope to understand the generation of even a little blade of grass from merely mechanical causes.”52 And again: “Strictly speaking, the organization of nature is therefore not analogous with any causality that we know.”53 The “we” in the last sentence would of course make
any modern biologist smile, given that life, which was such an absolute mystery for Kant and
his romantic readers, has ceased to be one for us, today. Granted, we still know nothing about
the origin of life, as such. But we have dated its beginnings (life appeared on earth more than
3.5 billion years ago); we have a fair appreciation of its evolution, which we traced back to the
“last universal common ancestor” (LUCA); we know that, beyond LUCA, natural selection,
the sine qua non condition of evolution, began to be effective as soon as RNA had appeared;
and, above all, we now have a scientific definition of life: we call living every biochemical
entity that is constituted of cell(s) built from universal molecular bricks assembled into lipids,
proteins, and carbohydrates, and that is capable of reproducing and of passing information,
stocked under a replicable form in DNA, to its offspring. This dry reductionist definition of
life would have satisfied none of the Naturphilosophen and other upholders of “romantic science,” who, even when they scrupulously practised observation and experimentation, expected
scientific explanation to give meaning to life. And it would probably satisfy very few of today’s
philosophers, for whom life, even stripped bare of its human attributes and reduced to what
all living beings have in common – e.g., the concept of “bare life” for Giorgio Agamben – remains caught up in an anthropocentric world view.54
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Gregory’s Wine Gums (1344), begun 2004,
acrylic gesso and acrylic on a tube of
Maynards Wine Gums, 1344 half-coats as
of April 18, 2008, 7.62 x 17.78 x 8.89 cm.
Collection of the artist. Photo: Kevin Baer,
TrépanierBaer Gallery.
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Morgane’s White Sugar (1456), begun 2004,
acrylic gesso and acrylic on packet of white
sugar, 1456 half-coats as of April 18, 2008,
7.62 x 39.37 x 36.2 cm. Collection of the
artist. Photo: Kevin Baer, TrépanierBaer
Gallery.
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Would this reductionist definition of life have satisfied Kant? It would certainly not have
met his existential expectations, but I think he would have adopted it because his ambition was
to philosophize in accordance with the epistemological conditions set by the most advanced
sciences of his time. One thus falls to musing about an updated Kant – a Kant knowledgeable
of the enormous progress of the life sciences since his own time, and aware of the epistemological consequences; a Kant who would at the very least have read, say, Charles Darwin and
Norbert Wiener. This is a Kant who would (or so I believe) suit the mystic Cameron, as seen
from the skeptic’s observatory I occupy on my side of the fence that separates us. The artist
makes an indirect allusion when he reminds us that in 1892 a certain Kirchmann invoked
the survival of the fittest in order to criticize the teleological judgment.55 If Kant had known
about the concepts of natural selection (Darwin) and feedback loops (Wiener) – and for good
measure let me throw in Mendel’s laws and genetic mutation – he might never have written
the Critique of Judgment. Or he would not have written its second part. At any rate he would
not have had to deal with the antinomy of teleological judgment, whose thesis holds that the
material world can be entirely explained by mere mechanical laws, while its antithesis holds
that certain productions of the material world (living beings) require an explanation in terms
of purpose.56 Already an adversary avant la lettre of “intelligent design,”57 the historical Kant
was nonetheless unable to conceive of living nature without assigning purposiveness to it,
even if it was only as a maxim for reflection. Our updated Kant would understand, as we do,
that the apparent purpose that orients the living, although entirely objective, is scarcely more
“purposive” than that which guides a robot capable of autonomous movement.
What, then, becomes of genius, that natural programmer of art, for our updated Kant?
Genius descends from its divine pedestal. It is no longer the genie in the bottle the Romantics conjured up. It is, so to speak, the natura naturans of the Spinozans, finally theorized
under a name other than God; it is the “ghost in the machine” posited by the Cartesians,
which even La Mettrie was unable to avoid;58 it is Maxwell’s demon, creator of complexity
and negentropy, revised by Brillouin;59 it is the automatic pilot of today’s cyberneticians, the
natural or mechanical kubernétès that every self-regulated system presupposes. It is all of that,
of course not for its own sake or for the benefit of science or technology, but credited to art –
otherwise Kant’s theory of genius would make no sense and should be thrown out on the ash
heap of history. And why, after all, shouldn’t it be?
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One great artist to make us think twice is enough. I see Eric Cameron — a conceptual
painter, a self-proclaimed mystic and materialist — as the one present-day artist (whom I
know) whose work and thought suggest a renewed and fruitful interpretation of Kant’s theory
of genius. It is as though he had read our updated Kant the way Schelling read the historical
Kant, and, like Schelling, had understood that in the person of the genius – in the body of
the artist at work, as Cameron would more prosaically have it – the antinomy between nature
and freedom had been abolished and had opened onto a realm beyond nature and freedom yet
encompassing both. Schelling has read between Kant’s lines something Kant did not see: that
the idea of genius is the non-thematized link between the two parts of the Critique of Judgment. It resolves the antinomy of the teleological judgment from within the Critique of the aesthetic judgment – in Schelling’s opinion, miraculously, that is, divinely and yet really, not just
for the faculty of reflexive judgment. “Really, yes, but not divinely at all; both mystically and
materially,” would be the way Cameron, having read the updated version of Kant, translates
Schelling’s insight. The man of genius is an artist. He destines the product of his hands to pure
aesthetic delectation, and thus addresses it to the man of taste. The historical Kant saw the allocation of tasks between both men as being regulated by the reciprocal implication of genius
and natural beauty in the theory of the fine arts, deemed arts of genius: “Nature was beautiful,
if at the same time it looked like art; and art can only be called beautiful if we are aware that
it is art and yet it looks to us like nature.”60 The maxim that activates this double implication
is the “as if” that is common to the aesthetic and the teleological judgments. It is because I
(must) judge natural beauty as if it were the creation of an artist that I (can) judge a work of
art as if it were a fruit of nature. What, then, of our updated Kant? Having had it explained to
him by a Darwinian botanist that natural selection was the “artist” responsible for the beauty
of wild flora, our updated Kant would give up the first “as if” – there would no longer be any
question of seeing in the beauty of nature an analogon of art – and would immediately draw
the consequence: it is done with natural beauty as a symbol of the morally good. This is a loss of
tremendous consequence, for if we leave the sublime aside, that symbolism was the only link
(and a merely analogical one) that articulated the laws of nature to the moral law and brought
the Critique of Aesthetic Judgment to a close.61 Nature’s beauty may have lost none of its aesthetic appeal, but it has lost its status as a mediator in the question of man’s moral destination.
The naturally beautiful is no longer the necessary site of purposiveness without purpose; it is
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M’sMMM for TdeD – for Thierry de Duve
(300), begun 2005, acrylic gesso and acrylic
on model car, 300 half-coats as of October
12, 2005, 7.62 x 17.78 x 7.62 cm. Collection
of Thierry de Duve. Photo: David H. Brown,
University of Calgary Imaging Services.
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M’sMMM for TdeD – for Thierry de Duve
(700) (detail), 2005–2009, acrylic gesso and
acrylic on model car, 700 half-coats as of
August 23, 2007, 8.89 x 19.05 x 8.26 cm.
Collection of Thierry de Duve. Photo: David
H. Brown, University of Calgary Imaging
Services.
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henceforth but one of the sites, all desperately contingent, of the adaptive plasticity of nature,
definitively orphaned from all purposiveness, albeit simply reflexive.
What is to be concluded? And what is to be done, if one does not wish to celebrate in
dour jubilation the funeral of genius, of the fine arts, or indeed of art as such – that old
never-ending refrain of late Romanticism? What is to be done if one no more wishes to seek
refuge in a vague and bourgeois vitalist aesthetic that takes the edge off the question of biology opened up by the Romantic reading of Kant?62 There are two possibilities, it seems to me.
Like a certain lineage that goes from the Frühromantiker to Nietzsche and beyond (say, to
Bergson and Deleuze), one could refuse point blank to admit that the great Pan is dead, even
if this meant depriving artists of their intentionality and transferring it all the more furiously
to the agency of nature. In Schlegel’s words: “And even if Homer himself had no intention,
his poetry, and nature, which is its veritable author, has one.”63 Alternatively, and with the
same single-mindedness, one could invert the operation, transfer to art the non-purposiveness
of nature, and have art compensate for man’s not having been naturally destined for ethics.
If Schelling’s insight is pertinent, if it is true that Kant failed by a hair’s breadth to conclude
from his reflections in the third Critique that the function of artistic genius was to make
nature access the sphere of morality, then someone must seek to make up for Kant’s failure. I
believe this is the task Cameron set himself. Why, otherwise, would he consider that the laws
of nature are in need of moral legitimacy and that the function of art is to provide them with
it? Both the need and the function are quite specific: the laws of nature being devoid of all
objective and subjective teleology (purposiveness, intentionality), it is up to art to legitimate
them. But only the art wherein the intentionality of the artist is found lacking succeeds in
legitimating the laws of nature ethically because only that art justifies its particular forms to
be inevitable. If “genius” there is, it resides where the artist’s ethic lies: in his identification with
the physical process that generates the work and in his forsaking all intentional claim over it. Such
is the materialist path chosen by Cameron.
I want to emphasize how much this path differs from other modern materialisms, which
it returns, not without irony, to the camp of the Romantics and their posterity. The two main
currents of modern materialism, namely the Marxist and the Freudian, are most keen on stripping individual genius of its prerogatives over intentionality and giving them back to “matter” – which the Marxists call “infrastructure” and the Freudians “the id.” For the Marxists,
the man of genius is an individual who epitomizes the class relationships that produced him,
and which he expresses better than the common man because he finds himself at the point
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of convergence of their productive contradictions. For the Freudians, genius is the element of
Witz that exists in every individual, but which, in the common man, is able to express itself
only through slips of the tongue and parapraxes. Cameron knows the score. His wariness about
Marxism and the Marxist history of art derives from the fact that they confine determinism to
social humanity and fail to extend it to natural, animal humanity. As for psychoanalysis, his
interest in it is distant but real, and if he were asked whether he takes the unconscious to be
matter or mind, it is not difficult to guess what his reply would be. He is not ignorant of the
fact that sublimation, which he is perfectly aware of practising in his art, originally signifies
a direct transition from the solid to the gaseous state. The gesso that dries out before his eyes
is practically a physical metaphor of this. Where his materialism differs radically from that of
the Marxists and the Freudians is that he draws conclusions diametrically opposed to theirs
with regard to aesthetics. They tend to see materialism as demystifying art’s claim to functions
that are not derivative, secondary, compensatory, epiphenomenal. For them, art dissolves in
the external determinations that are supposed to explain it. Paradoxically, Cameron grounds
in these same external determinations his conviction that art has its own intrinsic, inalienable
values. I often ponder over the fact that the threesome with whom he claims kin is “Reinhardt,
Duchamp and Pollock in an ascending hierarchy of values according to the level of implications against which their art operates: art; society; and nature.”64 And I also ponder over the
fact that he credits this ranking to art, whereas it favours increasing exteriority with regard to
art. In my view, he has successfully pulled off the tour de force that consists in acknowledging
receipt of the reciprocal implication of natural beauty and genius in Kant’s theory of the fine
arts, while bringing it up to date for an age that is done with the fine arts system, an age that
is philosophically indifferent to beauty, whether artistic or natural.65 The result is a true historical transfer, articulated around the replacement of those values associated with the beautiful
in nature by the supreme artistic value Cameron attaches to the inevitable. It is a long time
since I reached the conclusion that an updating of Kantian aesthetics, and in particular of its
opening-up to ethics, necessitated such a transfer from nature to art, and some time since I
have glimpsed the historical cost of the operation.66 However, Cameron is the first artist (and
the only one so far) who has made me aware that this transfer will sooner or later force us to
think about the equivalence of the beautiful and the inevitable (of which the Romantic beauté
fatale is merely the tritest symptom), and that this transfer hinges on Kant’s conception of
genius, on its reception by the Romantics, and on its reinterpretation in the light of scientific
progress since Kant’s day. I am grateful to him for the impeccable rigour of his demonstration.
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Love Sonnets from Shakespeare – for Margaret
(500), begun 2002, acrylic gesso and acrylic
on small book, 500 half-coats as of March
7, 2003. 4.45 x 8.89 x 10.16 cm. Collection
of the artist. Photo: David H. Brown,
University of Calgary Imaging Services.
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Love Sonnets from Shakespeare - for Margaret
(1032), begun 2002, acrylic gesso and
acrylic on small book, 1032 half-coats as of
November 16, 2006, 15.24 x 30.48 x 30.48
cm. Collection of the artist. Photo: David
H. Brown, University of Calgary Imaging
Services.
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Clement Greenberg held that for the ancients’ motto “ars est artem celare” (art is to conceal
the art), the moderns had substituted “ars est artem demonstrare” (art is to expose the art).67
Cameron subscribes to the moderns’ motto, and shares their passion for an art demonstrative
of its own procedures. This is more visible in the Process Paintings that preceded the Thick
Paintings – all the better for the latter because, what is it, after all, that they demonstrate?
That the laws of physics need to be ethically legitimized by way of an art practice? That the
best way of achieving this is to swear lifelong fidelity to some thirty inert objects chosen “with
a deliberate casualness”? That one thereby gets to the source of the “intrinsic values of art”?
Nothing of the kind is demonstrated. Let us not forget that Cameron and I “have agreed to
differ on the Kantian problem of freedom to respond to ethical imperatives, though what
separates us may only be the way in which we construe the question.”68 No doubt we construe
it very differently. I do not share Cameron’s philosophical quasi-fanaticism – monism, amor
fati, a radical absence of faith in human freedom – which is the theoretical side of his “demonstration.” And though I admire the “routine extremism,” which is its practical side, it is not
for its own sake. As always in art, the demonstration is aesthetic: it is the quality of the Thick
Paintings that renders them absolutely convincing – touched by genius, I dare say. Of course,
Eric would hate my dubbing him a genius, but this is because he has in mind the Romantic
image of the divinely inspired man of exception, and not the Romantic-image-brought-up-todate which his own practice conjures up: to be exact, the image of a servo-mechanism which,
rather than being set to a conceptualizable end (like a homing missile), is activated by a
regulative idea in the Kantian sense. The program Cameron gave himself when he decided to
bury some thirty objects under a myriad of coats of gesso applied as mechanically as possible
accounts for the craftsmanship in the Thick Paintings. The genius in them lies in the fact that
the program is in reality determined by an aesthetic idea, in other words, by an ethical maxim
whose application is verified by a judgment of taste. (Please note, in passing, this definition
of the aesthetic idea, which does not actually occur in Kant, but which Cameron would have
us read there.) Whether Residue Plus Penknife, Chloë’s Brown Sugar, or Identified Object, it is
the individual work that is required to be worthy of this idea, in other words, asked “to justify
the inevitability of its particular forms.” But the work justifies nothing, except through the
aesthetic judgment that recognizes it as a work of artistic merit. The judgment of the artist
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stands for a demonstration insofar as ours endorses it. Such is art: one conviction unwillingly
approving another. There is art when the viewer cannot do other than bow to the self-evidence
of the work – “surrender,” would have said Greenberg, who, when he spoke of the passion
for demonstration of the modernists, maintained that the purpose of modernism was “to
entrench [art] more firmly in its area of competence.”69 He would have been surprised to see
how far Cameron has been prepared to extend this area:
For me, the proper area of competence of art is that which lies beyond all possibility of choice or change (which may mean the entire universe and everything in it
viewed sub specie aeternitatis). I find neither conflict nor tension in the possibility
that simple pleasure in the structure of form in art may deepen into an awareness
of the tragic inevitability of those larger material forces circumscribing our very
existence.70
No one has ever surrendered to a work of art because it provided a demonstration of a theoretical or scientific order. The conviction engendered by an authentic work of art arises out of a
fusion between the formal and the existential sides of the artist’s practice, and Cameron is no
exception to this rule. Behind “the inevitability of [the] particular forms” of the work lurks
“the tragic inevitability of those larger material forces that circumscribe our very existences.”
For a living being, those forces entail that death is the end of the road – something that has
always been known. But it has not always been known – Kant did not know it, and Laplace,
a contemporary of the Frühromantiker, did not care to know it – that the entropic arrow of
time orienting these forces toward the tragic inevitability of death is the toll living matter
sooner or later pays to matter tout court. Cameron knows it. He makes it a point to translate
his own existential fate in terms epistemologically compatible with the times he lives in, and
this makes his enterprise a unique and quite peculiar one. To want aesthetic appreciation to
bow or surrender before the inevitability of the laws of nature is as peculiar a formal tactic as
to intimate, existentially, that the laws of nature suffer from a lack of moral legitimacy. Both
are Cameron’s unique way to cry out that death is a scandal, and an irredeemable one. The
radically godless episteme the natural sciences brought about has found its most consequential
artist. When Cameron admits, with false candour, “I always think of my art as tending to
reconciliation with the inevitabilities of life,” one does not hear the voice of wisdom that
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Springs Eternal (500), begun 2001, acrylic
gesso and acrylic on spring, 500 half-coat
equivalents as of August 20, 2010, 38.1 x
5.08 x 4.45 cm. Collection of the artist.
Photo: David H. Brown, University of
Calgary Imaging Services.
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comes with age. Reconciliation is not resignation. Death is the scandal par excellence against
which all human beings revolt, but which, in the countdown, they have to accept. To make up
the count – thus may be expressed the program of mystical reconciliation with death Cameron
has set himself when he embarked on the Thick Paintings, and which he deems to be the task
of art. Counted are the myriad half-coats of gesso on the thirty-odd objects from his everyday
life, and the purpose of the “routine extremism” to which they are submitted is to pre-empt
the countdown. Cameron plays pre-emption against redemption – it is his way of denying the
Grim Reaper the last word. More than Lucretius or Heraclitus, more than Spinoza, more than
La Mettrie (too optimistic), there is something of Pascal in Cameron – a Pascal as mystical as
the Pascal of the “night of fire,” and whom the eternal silence of the infinite spaces scares just
as much, but who would have wagered against the existence of God, and on that of art.
While Eric Cameron and I could trade readings and references ad vitam aeternam, evoking and invoking La Mettrie, Pascal, and all the ancient and modern materialists – and we do
so from time to time, with great pleasure – neither of us can rally the other to his philosophy of
existence. Situating the fence between us there would do little to advance the discussion. Putting it in Kant’s backyard turned out to be more fruitful. Where Cameron speaks of material
mysticism, I would prefer to say “transcendental materialism” – a way of showing my respect
for the mystical practice of the artist, while translating it into a language that refers it to the
Romantics’ reception of Kant and in particular to Schelling’s “transcendental idealism.” This
is also a way of suggesting that Cameron invites a reading of Kant that puts Schelling back on
his feet, as Marx did for Hegel. And in the end, it is a way of placing us on either side of a fence
which, while separating an atheist who believes in mysticism from an agnostic who believes
in freedom, nonetheless sets the conditions authorizing us both to think, namely, the radical
recognition of our finiteness. I know of no artist who leads us better than Eric Cameron to
the threshold of a Kantianism which, though aberrant for anyone who seeks to immure Kant
in philosophy textbooks, is more than plausible for someone who imagines a Kant brought
up to date and familiar with contemporary science. This Kant is a fiction, of course, but the
transcendental materialism he would profess is not. It is a working hypothesis. I do not think
it would significantly affect the content of the first Critique, if applied retroactively. Nor would
it change anything to ethics either, and thus to the content of the second Critique, contrary to
what Cameron may think, convinced as he is that the advances of behaviourism and psychoanalysis have seriously compromised the possibility of a free human psyche.71 Transcendental
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Arthur Nishimura and Eric Cameron,
Fidelity Élite (collaborative installation),
2002–2003, The Nickle Arts Museum,
Eric Cameron’s painting in the foreground,
Arthur Nishimura’s photographs behind.
Eric Cameron, Fidelity Élite #1 (624),
2002–2003, acrylic gesso and acrylic on
photograph by Arthur Nishimura, 624 halfcoat equivalents as of June 12, 2003, 25.4 x
30.48 x 13.97 cm. Collection of The Nickle
Arts Museum.
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Arthur Nishimura, Fidelity Élite.
Photograph, 27.94 x 35.56 cm. Eric
Cameron, Fidelity Élite #1 (624),
2002–2003, acrylic gesso and acrylic on
photograph by Arthur Nishimura, 624 halfcoat equivalents as of June 12, 2003, 25.4 x
30.48 x 13.97 cm. Collection of The Nickle
Arts Museum.
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Arthur Nishimura, Fidelity Élite.
Photograph, 27.94 x 35.56 cm. Eric
Cameron, Fidelity Élite #2 (624),
2002–2003, acrylic gesso and acrylic on
photograph by Arthur Nishimura, 624 halfcoat equivalents as of June 12, 2003, 25.4 x
25.4 x 11.43 cm. Collection of The Nickle
Arts Museum.
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Arthur Nishimura, Fidelity Élite.
Photograph, 27.94 x 35.56 cm. Eric
Cameron, Fidelity Élite #3 (624),
2002–2003, acrylic gesso and acrylic on
photograph by Arthur Nishimura, 624 halfcoat equivalents as of June 12, 2003, 26.67 x
20.32 x 11.43 cm. Collection of The Nickle
Arts Museum.
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materialism becomes an interesting, fruitful hypothesis only when one envisages its effects on
the third Critique, the work Kant saw as forming a bridge between science and ethics, and
reconciling humanity with the impossibility of knowing if it has a destiny. Among these effects, there is one about which Cameron and I would certainly agree, though without drawing
the same conclusions:
If there yet remains some semblance of a bridging role of the sort that Kant envisaged between the realm of ethical judgment and that of our understanding of the
order of things, the supports of that bridge must be set farther apart than Kant
ever set them, not merely an internal reconciliation of cognitive and imaginative
spheres, but a bringing into relationship – or nonrelationship – of that reality beyond the realm of our experience, which Kant calls the “supersensible substrate,”
and that aspect of our humanity that can feel the chill of its indifference.72
It is a chill whose interpretation is the matter. Cameron seems to echo the biologist Jacques
Monod, who expressed it thus: “Man knows at last that he is alone in the universe’s unfeeling
immensity, out of which he emerged only by chance. His destiny is nowhere spelled out, nor
his duty.”73 One is not obliged to adhere to this lofty fatalism – I know at least one biologist
who is no less qualified than Monod to philosophize on the basis of the achievements of
contemporary biology, and who has countered Monod with sound arguments drawn from
his discipline.74 Whatever the case may be, I note that Cameron, who, like Monod, is aware
that his destiny is nowhere written down, nonetheless acts as if his duty were written down
somewhere. In the same way that the indifference of the universe did not persuade Monod
simply to throw in the sponge, but led him to an ambitious “ethic of knowledge,” the amor fati
that Cameron professes, and his lack of faith in human freedom, have not led him to amoralism, either in life or in art. On the contrary, there is no one I know who is more alive to the
categorical imperative. It is his sense of duty as much as his philosophical intelligence that has
induced him to divide up the respective tasks of science and art in a way that echoes Schlegel’s
already quoted “All art must become science, and all science art”:
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Science is concerned with explaining the world, art with experiencing it in the
aspect of its inevitability.… Everything is available potentially to the explanations
of scientific enquiry, and everything is available likewise to experience within the
longer perspective of inevitability. Science and art mutually embrace each other
and everything else.… Each may mutually contain the other within itself without
contradiction.75
Really? Eric Cameron and I firmly hold on to our positions on the opposite sides of the fence
that makes us talk, respectively, the language of material mysticism and that of transcendental
materialism. That “everything is available potentially to the explanations of scientific enquiry”
remains to be demonstrated and will always so remain. Men and women of science know the
utility of this postulate: it allows them to pursue an enquiry indefinitely without repeatedly
having to revisit its conditions of possibility. Kant has established these conditions for them,
whether they know it or not. The postulate that “everything is available likewise to experience”
is flatly an error – except for the mystic, who has access to the supersensible through revelation. Spiritual mystics were subjects subjected to the will of the Creator. They remained in the
vicinity of artists as long as belief in a divine order of Creation enjoyed currency. Cameron the
materialist mystic is in the vicinity of Cameron the artist and man: a subject who is aware of
being subjected to natural causality alone, and who is thus preserved from confusion between
art and religion.76 He takes permission from this awareness when he applies coat after coat of
gesso to the thirty or so Thick Paintings in his studio, and sets down, in text after splendid
text nourished by the poets, a justification for the inevitability of the particular forms that the
Thick Paintings took on quasi-freely. Straddling the fence between us, there is that little word:
“quasi.” Quasi-end or quasi-cause? “Is the world of art, strictly speaking, the domain of ends
or the domain of causes?” wonders Cameron, as if he had to choose.77 Should I reply to him
from my side of the fence with an inversion of his own terms? Does he expect me to justify the
freedom of the particular forms taken on quasi-inevitably by the Thick Paintings? He knows
that they have no need of such justifications. Aesthetic judgment will suffice. His own, mine,
that of people who look at his work, that of posterity and history – to be continued. It is for
aesthetic judgment to build a bridge between the domain of ends and that of causes; a bridge
whose arch is frail, and whose span is large. We both know that – which is why we have not
ceased talking to each other across the fence that separates us.
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